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Abstract
© Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd. The paper presents data on the influence of
the most significant factors having impact on the credit portfolio volume, as well as conducts
correlation and regression analysis with the subsequent construction of the trend for a short
period. Credit activity is understood as the bank activity in the formation of a credit portfolio.
Considering the structure of the bank credit portfolio, it can be observed that it consists of
credits granted by the bank particularly for legal entities, individuals and other banks. Herewith,
it is necessary to understand that any decrease in the credit portfolio will adversely affect the
financial stability and effectiveness of any commercial bank. Moreover, during crisis periods, the
policy and practice of banks have been determined as quite aggressive and conducted as such
with regard to interest rates. The dynamics of credit portfolio volume has been selected as an
independent factor due to the reason that it can fully explain the current development situation
and  the  effectiveness  of  the  bank  credit  policy.  Considering  the  dependent  factors,  their
influence  will  be  assessed  by  the  credit  portfolio  volume  indicator.  The  authors  have
distinguished the following ones among them: the volume of credits granted to individuals; the
volume of credits granted to legal entities; the amount of overdue credits in the credit portfolio;
bank investments in the securities; inflation; key rate.
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